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Iran-contra Arms Affair May Have Destroyed Reagan's
Conservative Coalition
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According to a report by REUTERS correspondent Christopher Hanson (12/19/86), the Iran-contra
arms scandal has virtually shattered the right-wing coalition which brought Reagan to power in
1981. The coalition consisted of wealthy businesspeople, Christian fundamentalists, and libertarians
opposed to "big government." While a faction of hard-core loyalists urges Americans to stand
behind the president, another faction is "angry at what they see as coddling by Reagan of Iran,
a country which infuriated conservatives in particular in 1979-81 by seizing and holding 52 U.S.
embassy hostages for 444 days." An instance of loyalist support is a 60-second television commercial
by the Citizens for America (CFA) lobby group which made an appearance last week. The CFA
compares Reagan with Abraham Lincoln at the height of the Civil War. Viewers are urged to phone
the White House with messages of support. An example of angry conservatives is Howard Phillips,
president of the Conservative Caucus lobby group which helped bring Reagan to power. Phillips
has attacked Reagan's "impotence and weakness," and claims that many right-wing activists believe
White House bungling may have betrayed the contras. Other conservatives such as Paul Weyrich
complain that Lt. Col. Oliver North has been made a scapegoat. Noted Reaganites in Congress,
including Sen. Robert Dole (R-KS) have spoken out against Reagan's Iran-contra operation. Fred
Barnes, senior editor of THE NEW REPUBLIC magazine, wrote: "The Iran scandal...has caused the
disintegration of the Reagan coalition...Without Reagan the conservatives lack a popular leader
and without the conservatives Reagan lacks a broad ideological base. Both wind up losers and the
political balance tilts away from them."
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